KIWI COMMUNICATIONS Announces SypherMedia International to Provide Security Technology for
New DTH Service
Westminster, CA – June 13, 2017 – KIWI COMMUNICATIONS (stylized as KIWISAT) and SypherMedia
International (SMI) announced today that SMI will provide its SypherShield TechnologyTM (SSTTM) and
SypherSignature ProgrammingTM (AKA BlackBox Provisioning) to secure KIWISAT direct to home satellite
service. KIWISAT will launch its new DTH service in the Caribbean region in Q4 of 2017.
“SMI is very pleased to be selected by KIWISAT. Having our security technology incorporated in the
majority of SoC vendor product lines and having worked with many of the leading Set Top Box providers
allowed KIWISAT to select the vendors of their choice knowing SMI had the experience to help integrate
the essential security technology to match KIWISAT’s aggressive schedule”, said Dennis Flaharty
President of SMI.
“SMI was the perfect match for KIWISAT. Their experience in DTH security and solid recommendations
from SoC vendors made our selection easy”, said Andrew Wang President KIWI COMMUNICATIONS.
About KIWI COMMUNICATIONS:
Located in Saint Martin KIWISAT is a French direct broadcast satellite service provider. Its satellite
service transmits digital satellite television and audio to households in the Caribbean. KIWISAT has
announced its plans to launch a Direct to Home satellite service in Q4 of 2017. The company Mission: To
give everyone high quality, reliable and affordable satellite TV services.
About SypherMedia International:

SypherMedia International (SMI) is a security technology company specializing in cutting edge
technology to develop comprehensive security solutions for your customers. Security solutions
developed by SMI protect tens of billions of dollars of commerce annually.
SMI develops and licenses innovative security technologies in the fields of reverse engineering
protection, anti-cloning protection, secure BlackBox programming and Key Management
Systems, network security solutions, and a range of Pay TV and content protection products. In
addition to these products and services SMI offers security evaluations at the silicon level,
system level including software vulnerabilities of customer’s products and third-party products
our customer wish to assess. SMI’s customers include many of the world’s leading consumer
products manufacturers, Pay TV security companies, Broadcasters and chip manufacturers.
SMI was founded in 2003 by executives and senior engineers from DIRECTV Engineering who
pioneered Pay TV security.
www.smi.tv

